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1. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON RBGIONALIZATION: Item 2.1 of the Agenda 
(Documents EB19/45 and Add. 1) 

FUTURE ORGANIZAO?IONAL STUDIES i Item 2 of the Supplementary Agenda 
(Document EB19/44)

1

 ‘ 

Dtr DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, suggested that item 2二 might be 

introducéd. in conjunction with supplementary agenda itera 2, as they dealt with 

related subjects. The Mrector-General had submitted a progress report 

(document БВ19/45) concerning the organizational study on regional!zation. In 

accordance with resolution WHA9.50 the regional committees had been consulted on 

the subject and their views had been summarized in section 4 of the report. 

Members would note that the Regional Committee for Africa had decided to ask 

governments to submit their views before its next session and had accordingly 

not yet submitted its comments. In the light of the replies so far received 

and the earlier study on regional!zation, the Director-General submitted a 

proposed preliminary outline in Annex 4 of his report which might help the Board In 

making its study. The plan proposed by Professor Parisot and reproduced in 

document EB19/45 Add.l amplified that of the Director-General without departing 

in substance from it. 

Under supplementary agenda item 2 the Board, was called upon to decide whetbea* 

the present organizational study should be extended for another year, i.e. until 

I959, and there might be some grounds for doing that in view of the importance 

of the subject and also in view of the fact that the Regional Committee for 

* 

Africa had not yet transmitted its oooaente. The Board might also wish to consider 

whether at the present stage of WHO'S development further systematic studies of that 

kind were really needed or whether they might be suspended for a period. A reference 

to that point had been made in paragraph 2.4 of document EBI9 
1
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Professor PARISОТ explained that his plan aimed at expanding that of the 

Director-General, He believed that the development of the regional offices made 

it particularly necessary to examine the arrangements for co-ordination with 

Headquarters, hence he would favour the study being spread over two years. 

At the same time a good case could be made out for suspending organizational 

studies for the time being, particularly as the Secretariat would be very busy 

preparing material on what had been accomplished during the past decade for 

publication on the occasion of WHO
1

s tenth anniversary. 

When it was decided to resume organizational studies he believed that 

different types of subjects should be selected and that the Board should give some 

consideration to the fact that they ought not to be carried out as in the past by 

the Secretariat. 

Ее did not think that a further study on publications would serve any useful 

purpose but the division concerned might prepare a report on the matter. 

Dr RAE agreed with Professor Parisot, The study on regionalization was 

unquestionably important. The main advantages of regionalization had been well 

summarized by the Regional Committee for the Western Pacific in the first sentence 

of the paâsage quoted in sub-section 4,7 of the Director-General's progress report 

(document EB19/45). 

As the material being prepared for the tenth anniversary would contain much 

information on the regions there would be little point in pursuing the study at the 

present time. He Щз therefore inclined: to favour its deferment until after the 

Eleventh World Health Assembly. 

Dr FÜRI asked how Professor Parisot envisaged the Board itself carrying ott 

organizational studies if the preliminary work were not to be done by the Secretariat 

as he appeared to have suggested. 



Professor P/iHISOT said it would be a norr.ial enough procedure for the Secretariat 

to prepare tho docui,i3iTb£tion and help the iioard i n raalcing its study. He did 

however consider it a somewhat•odd procedure that the Secretariat should do the 

entire work of tlie Board ou those studies. 

Dr SIRI considered that the complex topics outlined in Professor Parisot's 

proposal dssorved close stvidy, Ho did not uixlerstand, however, Professor Parisot's 

argument about the authorship of the studies. ourely it was for the Secretariat 

to prepare the r.aterial, and bring out the salient points so as to enable the Board, 

in the short th.\e at its disposal, to draw the necessary conclusions. 

He agreed that for the time being organizational studies might be suspended 

so as to give the Secretariat more tine to prepare the publicatioш for the tenth 

annl-vBrsary. 

Turning to the su Injects which should be selected for future organizational 

studies, he expressed, the view that one of tho nost i;q>ortant was ЖО'э policy in 

relation to that of otlior specialized, agencies, in -d.ew of the importance of better 

and raorc harr.x>nious co-ordination on the basis of a system of priorities. During 

earlier discussion, for i instance that on corarmnity dsvelopinent, extensive 

opportunities for collaboration had revealed themselves which ought to secure better 

results, for ei^mple, in the field of nutrition and raatsrnal a m child welfare. 

He would ha те thought, also, that an orc;arizational study o n publications would be 

useful because not enough publicity had yet been ；;i ven to M-ÍO's work. 

If the Board decided to adopt Professor Parisot's plan (document EB19/45 Add.l), 

ho hoped that- special consideration would be given to PASB in connexion with item 3 

in section III, which referred to the integration of the regions within Ш0 



regarded as a、 s i c constitutional unit. It should be borne in racLnd that PASB 

had been in existence for fifty years and onjoyod a spécial position in the Americas. 

Its members vere keealy interested in efficient co-ordination with other regions 

because they know that health had no frontiers. Although unity was tho ideal, it . 

should Ъе founded on diversity rather thnn on uniforroity so that regional autonor,^ 

w a 3
 maintained along with coixorted action within WÎO. That was the logical outcoœ 

of the variations in economic, social and cultural conditions as woll as the needs 

of different counbrios and regions. 

Dr da SILVA Ï?丄VASSOS supported the 咗ews expressed by Professor Parisot. 

The GEAIHKA3 observed there seerœd to Ъе general agreement that the study on 

regionalization should be oxtoixled to cover two years and also that, for the timo 

Ъв±щ, it r.ii£ht be desirable to suspend work on further organizational studies. 

The DIRECTOR-GSIGriAL suggested that in its draft resolution the Board rd-ght 

wish to take account of certain points raised in the discussion. In tho first 

placo, it Right bo preferable to defer the decision to extern the study of 

regionalization into the year 1959 until the Board had had an opportunity of seeing 

what material on the dcvelopmont of WIO's work in tho regions was presented in the 

tenth araiiversaiy publications. If that material wore found adequate, the Board 

m
S
h t wish to postpone the study for a longer period. On the other hand, if it 

W
erc dccidcd to conclude the study during 1959, the Board would have to decido on 

the procedure to be adopted for that study. For oxar^le, at its oightGGnth session 

the Boerd had considered the establishmonb of a snail working group to prepare its 

organizaüioi-nl studios on the basis of inforation supplied by the Secrotariat. 
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Professor PARISOT agreed with the director-General
1

s judicious and logical 

suggestions^ If the material assembled by the Secretariat for publication on 

WHO
1

 s anniversary weîre as voluminous as he expected, there would be no purpose in 

pursuing the organizational study on regionalization further. 

Dr MOORE also endorsed the Director-General
1

s suggestions. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Rapporteurs might be requested to produce a 

draft resolution taking into account the points raised by the Direqtor-Oeneral
# 

Peclsioni It was so agreed (see minutes of the twenty-first meeting, section 2) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOIWJENERAL asked whether the Rapporteurs might also draw up a 

draft resolution for consideration at the following meeting concerning future 

organizational studies. 

Decision: It was so agreed (see minutes of the twenty-first meeting, section 5)» 

2, METHOD OP APPOINTING REGIONAL DIRECTORS (PROPOSAL MADE BY THE GOVERNMENT C? 
NEW ZEALAND): Item 1 of the Supplementary Agenda (Document EB19/54

1

) 

The CHAIRMAN opened the discussion on the proposal by the Government of New 

Zealand to modify the existing procedure for appointing regional directors. 

1
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Dr BAE said that in the absence of an explanation by a representative of the 

New Zealand Government, it was difficult to understand the reasons for proposing 

modifications in a procedure which, apparently, had so far operated satisfactorily. 

He found the assertion in the penultimate paragraph of the New Zealand Government's 

proposal, to the effect that most representatives in regional committees might Imow 

little or nothing, of the qualifications of the various applicants and would have 

little opportunity of obtaining sufficient information on which to base a sound 

judgement, unconvincing. Surely that consideration would be even more applicable 

to members of the Board. 

He suggested that the proposal might be referred to the next Health Assembly eo 

as to enable a representative of the New Zealand Government to explain the reasons 

behind it. 

Dr CLAJRK agreed vith the preceding speaker that it was not clear what advantage 

the proposed method would have over the existing one or vhy the Board would Ъе more 

competent to select the candidates than members of regional committees, who were far 

more likely to have personal knowledge of them and ware, therefore, better qualified 

to decide on their relative merits. Moreover, he doubted whether the proposed 

procedure wcmld result in the Board's assuming a more active role in the selection, 

because instead of acting on the nomination of the regional committeç, ..it would 

probably, in effect, act on the recommendation of the Director-General. He noted 

that the New Zealand Government proposed that the Board's nomination be referred to 

the regional committee, which would have an opportunity of making representations, 

but surely there was little possibility of the latter feeling able to reject a 

nomination and put forward another candidature. 



一 

With, those considerations in mind^ he doubted whether the proposal was in 

conformity with the policy of regionalization and thought the existing system should 

Ъе maintained unless more convincing reasons were adduced to justify a change. 

Mr ¿AITA, alternate to Dr Azuma, said that he had been requested to convey to 

the Board the views of Professor Pesonen^who, unfortunately, had been obliged to leave 

before the end of the session. . Professor Pesonen attached great importance to the 

appointment of regional directors, who discharged most important functions， and agreed 

in principle with, the New Zealand Govern -3nt that the present procedure was not 

altogether satisfactory and that it would be preferable for the Board to have a wider 

choice of candidates. Nevertheless, he did. not think that the suggested procedure 

.was entirely acceptable and believed that regional committees should submit a list of 

candidates in relative order of merit to the Board for final decision in consultation 

with the Director-General. 

He believed that Professor Pesonen's vievs deserved careful consideration, but 

also agreed with Dr Eae's suggestion that the proposal might Ъе transmitted to the 

Assembly, where the New Zealand Government would have the opportunity of speaking on 

Professor PABISOT also agreed with the proposal to refer the matter to the 

Health Assembly, where the Nev Zealand delegation would have an opportunity of 

expressing its views. He felt that in certain respects the existing procedure could 

be improved. It was in his opinion desirable, in the selection of candidates, for 

those concerned - whether members of the Executive Board or of the Regional Committee 

to have the possibility of studying in advance all necessary documentation on their 



qualificationsrecords and published work。 In view of the fact that Regional 

Directors had to work in close contact yith the Director-General it would be desirable 

to hear his views concerning the candidates. It would also be advantageous for the 

Eegional Committee and the Board to see the candidates and have the possibility of 

talking with and putting questions to them. 

Mr SIRI agreed with Dr Вас and Dr Clark that it was unnecessary to change a 

procedure which had so far given good results, though., he vas not opposed to any 

innovations which might help to secure the best qualified people for the posts of 

regional directors » 

In conclusion^ he urged that the Board bear in mind the special situation of 

the Eegional Committee for the Americas, since PASB's Director vas appointed according 

to a long-established procedure by the Pan American Sanitary Conference. 

Dr BAQUERIZO AMADOR said that vith the development of regionalization there 

was perhaps a case for somevhat altering the present procedure. For example, perhaps 

a short slate of three candidates might be selected and a more detailed curriculum 

vitae given. 

The DffiECa?QR-GE_AL, referring to Dr Eae's suggestion, pointed out that 

regional directors were appointed by a procedure which, concerned only the Soard and 

the regional committees and one which required no reference to the Health Assembly. 

He also assured Dr Siri that Article 4 of the Agreement between WHO and PASO covered 

the case of the Eegional Director for the Americas. In the past no difficulties had 

been encountered, but in the future it might at some stage be decided that there was 



room for some modification. In the meantime, as the matter was not an urgent one, 

the New Zealand Government might be asked to furnish an explanation of the reason for 

its proposal and members be given more time for reflection. 

Dr EAE said that as there was 110 urgency, the simplest procedure might be to ask 

the New Zealand Government for an oral exposition of its proposal at the twentieth 

session of the Board. 

Dr PURI thought it unwise to deprive the regional committees of their initiative 

in the matter but agreed with the New Zealand Government that it vas desirable to 

choose from a considerable number of candidates, examining carefully their qualifica-

tions and past records, although he would not favour their being interviewed either 

by the regional committees or the Board itself. He wondered whether it would be 

possible for the Director-General also to Ъе given an opportunity of suggesting 

candidates for consideration by the regional committees. 

Dr EL-CHATTI observed that the procedure followed in the past had been 

satisfactory. He agreed with Dr Rae that it was desirable to have a further 

explanation from the New Zealand Government^ but before reaching any decision the 

Board must also ascertain the views of the regional committees. 

Dr dUÂREZ observed that the appointment of regional directors was purely a 

matter for the Board, and the regional committees and it might Ъе harmful to introduce 

any changes. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that if the Board so desired, he could write to 

the New Zealand Government explaining why consideration of its proposal had been 

postponed to tiie Board's twentieth session and suggesting, in accordance with Rule 3 

of the Board's Eules of Procedure, that a representative of that government be present 

during the discussion. Subsequently, the regional committees could also be aobed 

for their views. 

•Dr siRi emphasized the importance of obtaining the views of the regional 

consaittees. 

The СНАШ.1А1Т explained that that could not Ъе done until September, vhen the 

regional committees met. It would then be possible for the Board to examine the 

matter at its tventy-first session in the light of all the comments received. 

D r
 сиж agreed with Dr El~Chatti on the need to obtain the vievs of regional 

committees before taking a decision, 

Dr ¿UÍBEZ and Dr ИШ: also agreed vith that point of vlcv. 

Thfe CHAIRMAN suggested that the Ea-/^rteurs Ъе requested to prepare a draft 

resolution stating that the Board vould seek to obtain a further explanation from a 

representative of tha New .ealand Goverumenb of its proposal at the twentieth session, 

a n d
 that it requested regional connnittees to coœment on the proposal at their next 

t 

session in September 1灼了 卯 as to ешЪ1.
Ь
 t ^ Board to take a decision at its 

twenty-first session, 

,
m i n

r
:
t

e S
 of the wentr^flrst meeting, section 4), 

Decision: It vae so agreed 
• m i “ .—ni • —» • 
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5 . EMERGEÎTCY ACTIOS ТАКЖ ЦГ THE EASïERïï i-IEDITEREASIEAN REGION: Item 7.6 of the 
Agenda (Document ЕВ19/56•“) 

Mr SIEGEL) Assistant Direetor"General, Bepartnfônt of Administration and Finance, 

recalled that the Director-General had_, in a coaammioaticn dated lif December 1956, 

advised each member of the Board of the fact that it had become necessary
;
 in view 

of certain developments in the Eastern Mediterrar_ean Eegion； to evacuate staff and 

dependents employed by international organizations The situation was summarized 

decrunent EB19/56/&S well as in the Di:re cb or-General
1

 s cooEiunioation (contained 

in Annex 1 of that document). 

With regard to the financial aspects of that situation in respect of 1956, the 

Director-C-eneral had taken the necess&i-y action through transfers between sectior 

of the Appropriation Eesoluticn； as shown ia document ЕЫ9/32 Add.l, Ъу virtue of 

the authority given him by correspondence Ъу members of the Board. As far as 1957 

侧 concerned, it was nut possible at tlie present stage to estimte the amount 

vhicii would, be involved； the Director-General had. however^ in paragraph k of 

aoounsnt SB19/56^ indicated how ha proposed to deal with that problem. 

Dr EL-C3ATT工 asked whether the Director-General considered that an emergency 

situation still existed and the approximate date when WHO staff were expected to 

resume their duties in Alexandria and in the field in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region. 

Dr РНАЕА(Ж supported that request. 

L ‘ -
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL believed that the Board might wish to have further details 

of the measures envisaged by WHO in respect of any emergencies. He accordingly 

suggested that the Executive Board might wish to meet as a working party in order to 

discuss emergency measures as a whole, as well as those concerning the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region, Should the Board wish he was of course prepared to give an 

immediate answer to the point raised by the previous speakers. 

Dr EL-CHATTÍ was quite agreable to the Director-General
1

s suggestion省 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board should meet as a working party at 4.15 р»ш
# 

that day to deal with the developments in the Eastern Mediterranean Region in the 

context of general emergency measures* 

It was so agreed, (For discussion of report of working party, see minutes of 
twenty-second meeting, section 2») 

4. TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES: Item 5.3 of the Agenda 
(Document EB19/20

1

) 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, introduood 

the Director-General
J

 s report reviewing the organization and conduct of technical 

discussions at future Health Assemblies (document EB19/20),
1

 The report gave an 

account of the history and past experience of technical discussions held at Health 

Assemblies, 

1
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He recalled that, in resolution WHA9.50, the Ninth World Health Assembly had 

reaffirmed the value of holding such technical discussions and had requested the 

Executive Board to review the matter of their organizatim and conduct. The 

Executive• Board had, in turn, adopted resolution EBl8JRl8 requesting the Director-

General to report thereon to the nineteenth session of the Board. The report 

under consideration had accordingly been submitted in compliance vlth that decision. 

He called particular attention to section 2 of the report,which listed the 

subjects hitherto chosen for the technical discussions which had been held since 

the Fourth World Health Assembly, and which included the topics chosen for the 

Tenth and the Eleventh World Health Assemblies. Section 7 explained the special 

situation obtaining with regard to the Eleventh Woria Health Assembly, and stressed 

the fact that those conditions might not be the most adequate for holding technical 

discussions. No do\ibt the Board would vish to consider that particular point. 

The Board would recollect that opposing views had been expressed at the Ninth 

World lealth Assembly regarding the future form that technical discuselone should 

take, the opinion being expressed on the one hand that the present practice whereby 

technical discussions were unofficial and vere not integrated into the work of the 

World Health Assembly should Ъе revised and, on the other， that the present statue 

vas necessary In order to retain full freedom of expression and that accordingly 

they should not be given a more formal character. The Board would bear In mind the 

fact, vhen considering the method it preferred, that the subject for technical 

discussions at the Tenth World Health Assembly had already been chosen and that 

preparation had begun on the assumption that such dis eussions would be informal. 
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The CHâlRMAH called particular attention to the points listed in section 7 of 

the document. He invited comment on the report as a whole. 

Professor РАЕ ISОТ considered the subject of technical discussions of great 

interest. Coinwenting on the question of whether they should retain their informal 

nature or not； he said that vhile there vere no d o ^ t certain advantages in 

informal dis c\is s ions in tbe& it vas possible that participants did in fact express 

themselves more freely and the discussions vere therefore more Interesting, a 

disadvantage of their present status was the non-publication of the reports. 

Although the general report of the technical discussions was included in the 

Chronicle, a fuller account of the proceedings vould Ъо desirable； he vould welcome 

the Director-Gsneral's opinion on that suggestion^ which no doubt vould have 

repercussions on the number of staff required. The national docuirantation as 

supplied at present was useful as it was circulated in advance. It would, however, 

Ъе

 useful also, in order clearly to define the scope of the discussions, to have 

sone documentation Bhofing the objectives. 

H e

 ^
8 o f

 tbfe opinion that the aiechaaics of the technical discussions vere 

satisfactory and he was opposed to any shortening of their duration. Concerning 

the election of a genera丄 chairman； he wondered whether it might not Ъе possible for 

the Health Assembly to choose the chairrian at the same tim8 as it selected the topic 

for the forthcoming discussions； thus^ the general chairman would be arailable for 

consultation with the Direсtor-General. It vas important that the topics selected 

should be neither too broad nor too narrow； hitherto the fairly broad subjects 

chosen had proved useful as participants had been given the opportrinity of 



concentrating on certain aspects of that same problem. Generally speaking夕 

therefore^ he believed that the technical discussions should continue on much the 

sana bas is as In previous years
 ;
 with the minor improvements he had suggested » 

On the particular point raised in secticai 7 � I t would Ъе preferable for the 

discuss ions on "Health Education of the Public" to be postponed until the Twelfth 

World Health Assembly， especially as various groups vould be studying that problem 

oa a regional level and such a deferment would allow sufficient tizne for the 

resulting documentation to Ъе used to the maximum advantage. 

Dr EAE agreed on the whole with th3 remarks made by the previous speaker • 

However, on the question of whether the dis сш s ions should Ъе formal or informal^ 

he felt most strongly that their present unofficial nature should remain. Since 

the various experts who participated in the technical discussions did so without 

having necessarily to conform to the official view held in their respective 

countries, the fullest value was derived from such an exchange of opinions• 

Dr SIRI thought that the report иг̂зг consideration dealt with a most 

interesting subject and deserved careful study so that the important activity to 

vhich it related could Ъз carried out to best advantage• 

The present practice of holding discussions of an informal character should 

Ъе continued since it had given good results. He agreed that it would be desirable 

for the general chairman to Ъе elected at approximately the same time as the topic 

vas chosen. 



He would suggest that the most favourable procedure would be for that selection 

to be made ty the session of the Executive Board immediately following on the Health 

Assembly, the Board consulting with the Director^-General on the person best qualified 

to fulfil those functions. It might also be possible at that sta^e to consult 

eaperts in the broad field chosen. 

The preparatory work carried out by the Secretariat, in the way of documentation 

for exaiple, had been most satisfactory and had contributed towards the success of 

the discussions. He would support Professor Farisot's remark concerning the 

desirability of having some fuller account of those discussion^ since a general 

report necessarily omitted тагу expressions of opinion which were of as great 

importance for those concerned in a practical Tiay with the problesa under discussion 

as the summary of the feneral conclusions. It was essential, in his view, when 

preparing the background data, for the maximum information to be supplied try the 

national health authorities, as those authorities were thereby indirectly obliged 

to stu办 the question fully and to some extent to clarify their own position in 

that connexion； indeed, such a reappraisal might well awaken them to the need for 

international assistance in certain fields. In that connexion, he was convinced 

that the technical discussions held at the previous health Assembly on "Nurses: Ibeir 

Education and their Role in Health Рго̂гэмпев" had proved most useful. 

It was essential that no restrictions should be placed on the duration of the 

technical diseussionsj the vital questions considered clearly called for the most 

thorough study in which all should be given a full opportunity of participating* 

Adequate preparatory work would ensure that there was no waste of time. 
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As regards the selection of subject matter, he suggested that, in order to 

prevent a hasty decision at the Health Assembly, the Executive Board, in consultation 

with the Director- General, could at its Jariuaiy session propose various topics for 

consideration by- the Health As s embija. Reference had been made at the present 

session of the Board to the desirability of the Orcanization's adopting some broad 

general policy for future action, in connexion with which a basis of priorities 

would have to be established. If that were done, t he topics for technical dis-

cussions could be chosen as a logical development of the main lines laid domi for 

.future action by the Organization, the Health Assembly remaining of course completely 

free to choose аду other subject if it so desired^ 

Dr TUMBOKON associated himself with the remarks made bf Professor Parisot and 

Dr Rae
t
 He was also strongly in favour of maintaining the technical discussions 

on an informal basis• Top-level health administrators attended those discussions 

and the fact that they were unofficial enabled the participants to express their 

views with full freedom. That unofficial character also gave an opportunity for 

observers from non-governmental organizations to take part, 

Dr SUÍBEZ associated himself with those speakers who had supported .he retention 

of the informal character of the technical discussions. Indeed, that seemed to him 

the only method "rhich would give a real exchange of views between countries with 

widely different conditions and experiences. That did not mean, however^ that the 

discussions should not be soundly organized and that the scope of the disciission 

could not be clearly indicated. In that connexion，it might be desirable; to take 
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a report of the expert committee on the subject, transmitting it in advance to 

health authorities and thus enabling the experts to be better prepared in their 

comsient, 

Dr PÜRI welcœied the fact that the Board had expressed itself in favour of 

the continued holding of technical discussions. He viewed those discussions in 

the light of a super-expert coimittee which would analyse £rm a practical angle 

subjects whiob had at some time been a basis for stuĉ " by an expert committee and 

would discuss tlie applications of the principles established by that committee» 

Ihile it was desirable that the informal îiattire of the discussions should be 

maintained if they were to be fruitful, it was nevertheless important to ensure 

that the technical discussions v/ere not relegated to an altogether subordinate 

position in the agenda. He would, in fact, go so far as to suggest that the 

Regional Directors should take advantage of those discussions to pursue some of the 

points considered through the area representatives. The educational value of the 

material studied could also be enhanced if the session of the Regional Ccnnmittees 

cither preceding or follovdng the session of the Health Assembly also discussed 

those same topics, particularly as the material selected was often of the type most 

useful to national health authorities, The Grpanization was pre-eminently technical 

in nature and should therefore intensify its lead in technical matters. 

He ivould not be in favour of postponing the technical cîlscussions suggested 

for the Eleventh World Health Assembly until the following session as that wouid, 

in the first place, appear contradictory in view of the general opinion expressed 

in the Board that the time spent on the commemoration ceremony should not be at the 
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expense of the technical discussions, and moreover the topic, "Health Education of 

the Public", was such as to be in keeping with the celebrations,which were, after 

all, intended to aim at educating world opinion concerning the importance of health. 
* 

Dr MOORE was in afrQen.ent with much that had been said and was in favour of 

continuing to hold the discussions on an informal basis. Эе could not, however, 

agree with the previous speaker with rer.ard to the discussions at the Eleventh T/crld 

Lealth Assembly in view of the special conditions referred to in the document. 

No doubt some particular emphasis in the celebrations could be laid on the 

importance of health education of the public, but the technical discussions thereon 

should definitely- be postponed until the Twelfth World Health Assembly. 

Dr CLARK also agreed that the discussions should remain informal. He would 

support Dr Moore's remarks in respect of the technical discussions at the ELeventh 

World Health Assembly, №e subject was an extremely important one and he would 

not wish to see it hasti]y dealt with under the pressure of other business. 

Accordingly, while he concurred that the topic mi{;.ht in scrae way be brought into 

the celebrations, there appeared to be a strong case for deferfnent of the actual 

discussions. 

Dr SIRI considered that, since the commemoration ceremonies would take place 

immediately before the opening of tha session of the 恥rid Health -ssonbly, there 

was no reason why the technical discussions should not be held as usual, and he 

accordingly supported Dr Puri's view. It was, in fact, frati^ins to see that a 

subject of that type, which lent itself particularly well to propaganda purposes 
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and was not hiehly technical, had boon chosen for that particular session. Indeed, 

the discussions should do much towards awakening public interest in the need for 

health
-

 education. 

The CHAIRMAN noted that agreement had been expressed on many points. However, 

no clear decision had as yet been arrived at regarding the desirability of post-

poning the technical discussions planned for the Eleventh World Health Assembly 

until the Twelfth. In connexion with the fact ttiat the Eleventh World Health 

Assembly might be held away from Headquarters, he recalled that difficulties would 

thereby be created for the Secretariat and that, for that reason, the technical 

discussions at the Eighth iiorld Health Assembly had been replaced by study visite. 

The Board might wish to take that precedent into account. 

The Board would continue its discussion of the item at the next meeting. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.и» 
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1. ORGAÎŒZATIG:了AL STUDX CS RSGICîIALIZATIOïï: Item 2.1 of the Age nia 
(Documents EB19/45 and Add,l) 

FUTURE ORGAîSZAÏIOilAL STUDIES: Suppleœntarv- Agenda Item 2 (Docuraenb SB19/44) 

Dr DOROLLS^ Deputy Director-General, suggested that item 2.1 might be 

introduced in conjunction with supple LB nbaiy agenda item 29 as thsy dealt with 

related subjects» The Director-General had subrdtted a progress report 

(documenfc E319/45) concerning the organizational study on regionalization. In 

accordance with resolution WHA9#30 the regional coi-mttees had been consulted 

on the subject and their views had been summarized in section 4 of the report
r 

Members would note that the Regional Committee for Africa had decided to ask 

governments to submit their views before its ne::t session and had accordingly 

not yet sub'iiitted its comments» In the li^ht of the replies so far recoi-vBd 

and the earlier studjr on regionalization, the Director-General submitted a 

proposed preliminary outline in Annex U of his report which might help the Board 

in making its study. The plan proposed by Professor Parisot and reproduced 

in document SB 19/45 Add
t
l airplified that of the Director-General Tiithout departing 

in subs taire from it. 

Under suppleinentary agenda item 2 the Board was called upon to decide whether 

the present organizational study should be extended for another year^ i.e. until 

1959 ̂  and there roight be some grounds for doing that in view of the iiip or tance 

of the subject and also in -view of the fact that the Regio m l Committee far 

Africa had not yet transr.itted its coinments
#
 The Board might also wish to 

consider whether at the present stage of "irJHĈ s de-velopment further ^rsternatic 

studies of that kind were really needed or whether they might be suspended for 

a period, A reference to that point had been made in paragraph 2.4 of 

document ЕВ19/4Л# 



Professor PMISOT explained that his plan aimed at e^anding that of the 

Director-GeneralU Ее believed that the development of the regional offices m d e it 

particular^ necessary to examine the arrangeaient s for co-ordination xjith Headquarters-

hence he would favour the study being spread отег two years. 

At the sai'.ie tiiue a good case could be made out for suspending orgarizational 

studies for the time being, particularly as the Secrétariat xjould. be very ousy 

preparing material on what had been acco^plishod durirg the past decade for 

publication on the occasion of MIO's tenth amivorsary, 

恥en it was decided to resurae organizational studies he believed that different 

types of subjects should be selected and that the Board should give some consideration 

to the fact that they ought not to be carried out as in the past by the Secretariate 

He did not thiri: that a further study on publications would serve any useful 

purpose but tho di^dsion concerned rdght prepare a report on the matter. 

Dr RA3, alternate to Sir John Charles, agreed with Professor Parisot. The study 

o n regioralization was unquestionably important. The main ad-rantages of 

regionalization had been well suraniarized by the ïlesional Coimnittee for the Western 

Pacific in the first seiTtence of the passage quoted in sub-section Л.7 of the 

Director-Generalls progress report (document ЕВ19/Д5)» 

As the material being prepared for tho tenth anniversary would contain much 

information on the regions there would be little point in pursuing the study at the 

present time. EG was therefore inclined to favour its áefernent until after the 

Eleventh
 T

-Jorld Health ¿sserrbly, 

Dr PURI askod how Professor Parisot envisaged the Board itself carrying out 

organizatioml studies if the preliminary work were not to be dono by the Secrétariat, 

as he appeared to have suggested. 



Professor PARISOT said it would be a norr,ial enough procedure for the Secretariat 

to prepare the documentation and help the Board in making its study» He did 

however consider it a somewhat odd procedure that the Secretariat should do the 

entire work of the Board on those studies. 

Dr SIR! considered that the complex topics outlined, in Professor Parisot^s 

proposal deserved, close study. He did not understand, however
p
 Professor Parisot

1

 s 

argument about the authorship of the studies, Surely it was for the Secretariat 

to prepare the r.iaterial, and bring out the salient points so as to enable the Board， 

in the short tine at its disposal, to draw the necessary conclusions^ 

He agreed that for the, time being organizational studies might be suspended 

so as to give the Secretariat more time to prepare the publications for the tenth 

anniversary* 

Turning to the subjects which should be selected for future organizatioml 

studies, he expressed the view that one of the most important was WKO
f

s policy in 

relation to that of other specialized agencies, in ^iew of the iiqportance of better 

and more harnr)m.ous co-ordination on the basis of a system of priorities. During 

earlier discussion, for i instance that on coimnanity development, extensive 

opportunities for collaboration had revealed themselves which ought to secure better 

results, for example, in the field of nutrition and maternal and child welfare. 

He would ha ib thought, also, that an organizational study o n publications would be 

useful because not enough publicity had yet been given to Ш0
1

 s work. 

If the Board decided to adopt Professor Parisot
1

 s plan (document EB19/45 Add.,1), 

he hoped that special consideration would be given to PASB in connexion with item 3 

in section III, which referred to the integration of the regions within Ш0 



regarded as а 1лsic constitutional unit. It should be borne in mind that PASB 

had been in existence for fifty years and enjoyed a special position in the Americas. 

Its members were keenly interested in efficient co-ordination with other regions 

because they know that health had no frontiers. Although unity was the ideal, it 

should be founded on diversity rather than on uniformity so that regional autonoirgr 

was maintained along with concerted action vTithin Ш10. That was the logical out со rae 

of the variations in economic, social and cultural conditions as well as the needs 

of different courèries and regions, 

Dr da SILVA TRAVASSOS supported the views expressed Ъу Professor Parisot. 

The CKAIRÍÍA.H observed thore seexied to be general agreement that t.ho study on 

regionalization should be extended, to cover two years and. also that, for the timo 

beirg, it might be desirable to suspend xíork on further organizational studies. 

The DIRECTOR-GEIEKAL suggested that in its draft resolution the Board raight 

wish to talcs account of certain points raised in tho discussion. In the first 

place, it might bo preferable to dofcr the docision to extend the study of 

regionalization into the year 1959 until the Board had had an opportunity of seeing 

what matorial on tho development of WIO's work in the regions was presented in the 

to nth anniversary publications. If that material wore found adequate, tho Board 

might wish to postpone the study for a longer period. On the other hand, if it 

were decided to conclude the study during 1959j tho Board would have to decide on 

the procedure to be adopted for that study. For озсаггр1е, at its oightoenth session 

the Board had considered the establishment of a s m i l working s
r

。up to prepare its 

organizational studies on the basis of information supplied by the Secretariat. 



Professor PARISOT agreed the DirGctor-GenGral
1

s judicious and logical 

suggestions^ If tho material assembled by the Secretariat for publication on 

WHO
1

 s anniversary were as voluminous as he expected, there would be no purpose in 

pursuing the organizational study on regionalization furthor, 

Dr MDORE also с ni orsod the Director-General
1

s suggestions» 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that tho Rapporteurs might be requested to modify the 

draft resolution so as to take into account the points raised by the Direotor^Gonexal. 

Decision: It was so agreed. 

Dr DOROLLE asked whether the Rapporteurs might also draw up a draft resolution 

for consideration at the following meeting conccrmng future organizational studies
f 

Decision: It was so agreed. 

2, METHOD OF АРР01Ш?1Ш REGIONAL DIRECTORS: Suppleronrtaiy Agenda Item 1 
(Documonb EB19/3厶）• 

The CHAIRMAN opened tho discussion on the proposal by the Government of 

Hew Zealand to modify the existing procedure for appointing regional directors• 



Dr RAE said that in the absence of an explanation by a representative of the 

New Zealand Government, it was difficult to understand the reasons for proposing 

modifications in a procedure which, apparently, had so far operated satisfactorily. 

He found the assertion in the penultimate paragraph of the New Zealand Government
1

 a 

proposal, to the effect that most representatives in regional committees might know 

little or nothing of the qualifications of the various applicants and vould have 

little opportunity of obtaining sufficient information on which to base a sound 

judgement, unconvincing. Surely that consideration would be even more applicable 

to members of the Board. 

He suggested that the proposal mi曲t be referred to the next Health Assembly so 

as to enable a representative of the New Zealand Government to explain the reasons 

behind it. 

Dr СШЖ agreed with the preceding speaker that it was not clear what advantage 

the proposed method would have over the existing one or vhy the Board vould be more 

competent to select the candidates than members of regional committees, who were far 

more likely to have personal knowledge of them and were, therefore, better qualified 

to decide on their relative merits. Moreover, he doubted whether the proposed 

procedure would result in the Board's assuming a more active role in the selection, 

because instead of acting on the nomination of the regional committeç, ..it would 

probably, in effect, act on the recommendation of the Dire сtor-Gene ral. He noted 

that the New Zealand Government proposed that the Board's nomination be referred to 

the regional committee， which would have an opportunity of making representations, 

but surely there was little possibility of the latter feeling able to reject a 

nomination and put forward another candidature. 



With those considerations in mind厂 he doubted whether the proposal was in 

conformity with the policy of regionalization and thought the existing system should 

be maintained unless more convincing reasons vere adduced to justify a change. 

Mr 8AITA, alternate to Dr Azuma, said that he had been requested to convey to 

the Board the vievs of Professor Pesonen^vho^ unfortunately, had been obliged to leave 

before the end of the session. Professor Pesonen attached great importance to the 

appointment of regional directors, who discharged most important functions夕 and agreed 

in principle with the New Zealand Government that the present procedure vas not 

altogether satisfactory and that it would be preferable for the Board to have a vider 

choice of candidates. Nevertheless, he did not think that the suggested procedure 

was entirely acceptable and believed that regional committees should submit a list of 

candidates in relative order of merit to the Board for final decision in consultation 

vith the Director-General, 

He believed that Professor Pesonen
1

s vievs deserved careful consideration, but 

also agreed with Dr Eae
f

 s suggestion that the proposal might be transmitted to the 

Assembly, vhere the New Zealand Government would have the opportunity of speaking on 

it. 

Professor PARISOT also agreed with the proposal to refer the matter to the 

Health Assembly, where the New Zealand delegation would have an opportunity of 

expressing its vievs• He felt that in certain respects the existing procedure could 

be improved. It was in his opinion desirable, in the selection of candidates， for 

those concerned - whether members of the Executive Board or of the Regional Committee 

to have the possibility of studying in advance all necessary documentation on their 



qualifications, records and published work. In view of the fact that Regional 

Directors had to work in close contact with the Director-General it would be desirable 

to hear his views concerning the candidates. It would also Ъе advantageous for the 

Regional Committee and the Board to see the candidates and have the possibility of 

talking with and putting questions to them. 

Mr БЗЕ1 agreed with Dr Eae and Dr Clark that it vas unnecessary to change a 

procedure which had so far given good results, though he vas not opposed to any 

innovations which might help to secure the best qualified people for the posts of 

regional directors. 

In conclusion, he urged that the Board bear in mind the special situation of 

the Regional Committee for the Americas, since PASB
1

s Director was appointed according 

to a long-established procedure by the Pan American Sanitary Conference. 

Dr BAQUERIZO AMADOR said that with the development of regionalization there 

was perhaps a 

case for somewhat altering "the pro sent procedure• For example，perhaps 

a short slate of three candidates might be selected and a more detailed curriculum 

vitae given. 

The DIRECTQR-GEIIBEAL, referring to Dr Rae»s suggestion, pointed out that 

regional directors were appointed by a procedure which concerned only the Board and 

the regional committees and one which required no reference to the Health Assembly* 

He also assured Dr Siri that Article k of the Agreement between WHO and PASO covered 

the case of the Regional Director for the Americas. In the past no difficulties had 

been encountered, but in the future it might at some stage be decided that there vas 



room for some modification. In the meantime, as the matter was not an urgent one, 

the New Zealand Government might be asked to furnish an explanation of the reason for 

its proposal and members be given more time for reflection. 

Dr RAE said that as there was no urgency, the simplest procedure might be to ask 

the Nev Zealand Government for an oral exposition of its proposal at the twentieth 

session of the Boardс 

Dr PURI thought it unwise to deprive the regional committees of their initiative 
« 

in the matter but agreed with the New Zealand Government that it vas desirable to 

choose from a considerable number of candidates, examining carefully their qualifica-

tions and past records, although he would not favour their being interviewed either 

by the regional committees or the Board itself. He wondered whether it would be 

possible for the Director-General also to be given an opportunity of suggesting 

candidates for consideration by the regional committees, 

Dr EL-CHA.TTI observed that the procedure followed in the past had been 

satisfactory. He agreed with Dr Eae that it was desirable to have a further 

explanation from the New Zealand Government^ but before reaching any decision the 

Board must also ascertain the views of the regional committees» 

Dr SUÂREZ observed that the appointment of regional directors was purely a 

matter for the Board and the regional committees and it might be harmful to introduce 

any changes. ‘ 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed that if the Board so desired, he could write to 

the New Zealand Government explaining vhy considération of its proposal had been 

postponed to the Boards twentieth session and suggesting^ in accordance with Hule 3 

of the Board's Eules of Procedure^ that a representative of that government be present 

during the discussion. Subsequently^ the regional committees could also be asked 

for their views. 

Dr SIRI emphasized the importance of obtaining the vievs of the regional 

committees. 

The CHAffiMAJi explained that that could not be done until September, when the 

regional committees met. It would then be possible for the Board to examine the 

matter at its twenty-first session in the li曲t of all the comments received. 

Dr CLAEK agreed with Dr El-Chatti on the need to obtain the vievs of regional 

.committees before taking a decision. 

Dr SUAREZ and Dr PÜEI also agreed with that point of view. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Rapporteurs be requested to prepare a draft 

resolution stating that the Board vould seek to obtain a further explanation from a 

representative of the Kev Zealand Government of its proposal at the twentieth session, 

and that it requested regional committees to comment on the proposal at their next 

session in September 1957 so as to enable the Board to take a decision at its 

twenty-first session. 

Decision: It was so agreed. 



3 . EMERGENCY ACTION TAKEN IN THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN BEGION: Item 7.6 of the 
Agenda (Document EBI9/56) 

Mr SIEGEL， Assistant Director-General; Department of Administration and Finance 

recalled that the Director-General had) in a communication dated ik December 1956
; 

advised each member of the Board of the fact that it had become necessary； in view 

of certain developments in the Eastorii Mediterranean Eegion； to evacuate staff and 

dependents employed by international organizations . The situation was summarized 

in document EB19/56； as veil as in the Director-General^s communication (contained 

in Annex 1 of that document)• 

With regard to the financial aspects of that situation in respect of 195〜 the 

Director-General had taken the necessary action through transfers between sections 

of the Appropriation Resolution; as shown in document ЕЫ9/32 Add. 1
}
 by virtue of 

the authority given him by correspondence by members of the Board. As far as 1957 

was concerned, it was not possible at the present stage to estimate the amount 

vhich would Ъе involved； the Director-General had, hovever^ in paragraph k of 

document EB19/56, indicated how he proposed to deal with that problem. 

Dr EL-CHA.TTI asked whether the Direct or-Gene ral considered that an emergency 

situation still existed and the approximate date when WHO staff were expected to 

resume their duties in Alexandria and in the field in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region. 

Dr PHAEAON supported that request• 



The DIRECT®-GENERAL believed that the Board might wish to have further details 

of the measures envisaged Ъу WHO in respect of any emergencies. He accordingly 

suggested that the Executive Board might vish to meet as a working party in order 

to discuss emergency measures as a whole) as well as those concerning the Eastern 

Mediterranean Eegion. Should the Board wish he was of course prepared to give an 

immediate answer to the point raised Ъу the previous speakers. 

Dr EL-CHATTI was quite agreable to the Director-General's suggestion. 

The CHAIRMA.N suggested that the Board should meet as a working party at 

^.15 P.m. that day to deal with the developments in the Eastern Mediterranean 

Region in ths context of general emergency measures。 

It vas so agreed» 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AT FUTURE HEALTH ASSEMBLIES : Item 5.5 of the Agenda 
(Official Records No. 71, pp. 255-263； Resolutions WEA.9.50 and EBl8Л18； 
Documeïit EBI9/20) 

Dr KAÜL夕 Assistant D ire et or-General, Department of Advisory Services, intro-

duced the Director-General's report reviewing the organization and conduct of 

technical discussions of futtce Health Assemblies (document EBI9/20)• The report 

gave an account of the history and past experience of technical discussions held 

at Health Assemblies, 



He recalled that, in resolution WHA9.50, the Ninth World Health Assembly had 

reaffirmed the value of holding such technical diseussions and had requested the 

Executive Board to review the matter of their organization and conduct. The 

Executive Board had, in turn, adopted resolution EBl8J8l8 requesting the Director-

General to report thereon to the nineteenth session of the Board. The report 

under consideration had accordingly been submitted in compliance with that decision. 

He called particular attention to section 2 of the report which listed the 

subjects hitherto chosen for the technical dis eussions which had been held since 

the Fourth World Health Assembly
;
 and which included the topics chosen for the 

Tenth and the Eleventh World Health Assemblies• Section 7 explained the special 

situation obtaining vith regard to the Eleventh World Health Assembly, and stressed 

the fact that those conditions might not be the most adequate for holding technical 

discussions • No doubt the Board would wish to consider that particular point. 

The Board would recollect that opposing views had been expressed at the Ninth 

World Health Assembly regarding the future form that technical discussions should 

take) the opinion being expressed on the 011e hand that the present practice whereby 

technical discussions vere unofficial and were not integrated into the work of the 

World Health Assembly should be revised and^ on the other； that the present statue 

was necessary in order to retain full freedom of expression and that accordingly 

they should not Ъе given a more formal character. The Board would bear in mind the 

fact夕 when considering the method it preferred^ that the subject for technical 

dis eussions at the Tenth World Health Assembly had already been chosen and that 

preparation had begim on the assumption that such dis eussions would be informal. 



The CHAIRMAN called particular attention to the points listed in section 7 of 

the document. He invited comment an the report as a whole. 

Professor PARISOT considered the subject of technical discussions of great 

interest. Commenting on the question of whether they should retain their informal 

nature or not, he said that while there were no doubt certain advantages in 

informal discussions in that it was possible that participants did in fact express 

themselves more freely and the discussions were therefore more interesting， a 

disadvantage of their present status was the non-publication of the reports. 

Although the general report of the technical discussions was included in the 

Chronicle. a fuller account of the proceedings would Ъе desirable; he vould welcome 

the Director-General's opinion on that suggestion, which no doubt vould have 

repercussions on the number of staff required. The national documentation as 

supplied at present was useful as it vas circulated in advance. It would, however, 

Ъе useful also, in order clearly to define the scope of the discussions, to have 

some documentât ion shewing the objectives。 

He was of the opinion that the mechanics of the technical discussions vere 

satisfactory and he was opposed to any shortening of their duration. Concerning 

the election of a general chairman, he wondered whether it might not Ъе possible for 

the Health Assembly to choose the chairman at the same time as it selected the topic 

for the forthcoming discussions； thus_» the general chairman would be arailable for 

consultation with the Director-General. It was important that the topics selected 

should be neither too broad nor too narrer； hitherto the fairly broad subjects 

chosen had proved useful as participants had been given the opportunity of 



concentrating on certain aspects of that same problem. Generally speaking， 

therefore^ he believed that the technical discussions should continue on much the 

same bas is as in previous years 夕-with the minor improvements he had suggested • 

On the particular point raised in section 7， it would be preferable for the 

dis cuss i 01: u on "Health Education of the Public" to Ъб postponed until the Twelfth 

World Health Assembly^ especially as various groups would be studying that problem 

en a regi"r;:iai level and such a deferment vould allow sufficient time for the 

resulting documentation to be used to the шх1шига advantage • 

Dr BiVE agreed 0x1 the whole vith the remarks made Ъу the previous speaker • 

However ̂  on the question of whether the dis eussions should Ъе formal or informal
} 

he felt most strongly that tlieir present unofficial nature should remain. Since 

the various experts vho participated in the technical discussions did so without 

having necassarily to conform to the official viev held in their respective 

countries
;
 the fullest value was derived from such an exchange of opinions. 

Dr SIBI thought that the report und^r consideration dealt vith a most 

interesting subject and deserved caroful study so that the important activity to 

which it rjlated could Ъе carried out to best advantage. 

The present practice of holding discussions of an Informal character should 

Ъе contînu.d since it had given good results
 e
 He agreed that it would Ъе des irable 

for the ge-\eral chairman to Ъе elected at approximately the same time as the topic 

was chosen, 



He would suggest that the most favourable procedure would be for that selection 

to be made by the session of the Executive Board immediately following on the Health 

Assembly, the Board consulting with the Director-General on the person best qualified 

to fulfil those functions. It might also be possible at that stage to consult 

experts in the broad field chosen. 

The preparatory work carried out by the Secretariat, in the way of documentation 

for example, had been most satisfactory and had contributed towards the success of 

the discussions. Ее would support Professor Parisot's remark concerning the 

desirability of having some fuller account of those discussions since a general 

report necessarily omitted marçr expressions of opinion which were of equally great 

importance for those concerned in a practical way with the problem under discussion 

as the summary of the general conclusions. It was essential, in his view, when 

preparing the background data, for the maximum information to be supplied by the 

national health authorities as those authorities were thereby indirectly obliged 

to study the question fully and to some extent to clarify their own position in 

that connexion； indeed, such a reappraisal might well awaken them to the need for 

international assistance in certain fields. In that connexion, he was convinced 

that the technical discussions held at the previous Health Assembly on "Nurses : their 

Education and their Role in'Health Programmes" had proved most useful. 

It was essential that no restrictions should be placed on the duration of the 

technical discussions^ the vital questions considered clearly called for the most 

thorough study in which all should be given a full opportunity of participating. 

Adequate preparatory work would ensure that there was no waste of time. 
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As regards the selection of subject matter, he suggested that, in•order to 

prevent a hasty decision at the Health Assembly, the Executive Board, in consultation 

with the Director-General, could at its January session propose various topics for 

consideration by the Health Assembly, Reference had been made at the present 

session of the Board to the desirability of the Organization丨s adopting some broad 

general policy for future action, in connexion with which a basis of priorities 

would have to be established. If that were done, the topics for technical dis-

cussions could be chosen as a logical development of the main lines laid down for 

future action by the Organization, the Health Assembly remaining of course completely 

free to choose arçr other subject if it so deèired
# 

Dr TUMBOKON associated himself with the remarks made by Professor Parisot and 

Dr Rae, fie was also strongly in favour of maintaining the technical discussions 

on an informal basis. Top-level health administrators attended those discussions 

and the fact that they were unofficial enabled the participants to egress their 

views with full freedom. That unofficial character also gave an opportunity for 

observers from nor>-governmental organizations to take part, 

Dr SUÂREZ associated himself with those speakers who had supported the retention 

of the informal character of the technical discussions. Indeed, that seemed to him 

the only method -rhich would give a real exchange of views between countries with 

widely different conditions and experiences. That did not mean^ however, that the 

discussions should not be soundly organized and that the scope of the discussion 

could not be clearly indicated. In that connexion, it might be desirable to take 



a report of the expert comnd/ttee on the subject, transmitting it in advance to 

health authorities and thus enabling the everts to be better prepared in their 

comment. 

Dr PURI welcomed tha fâct that the Board had ©pressed itself in favour of 

the continued holding of technical discussions. He viewed those discussions in 

the light of a super-expert committee which would analyse from a practical angle 

subjects whiob had at some time been a basis for study ly. an e^ert coîœaitt^e and 

would discuss the applications of the principles established by thet committee. 

While it was desirable that the informal nature of the discussions should Ы 

maintained if they were to be fruitful, it was nevertheless important to ensure 

that the technical discussions v/ere not relegated to an altogether subordinate 

position in the agenda. He would, in fact, go so far as to sugf,e$t that the 

Regional Directors should take advantage of those discussions to pursue some of the 

points considered through the area representative s « The educational value of the 

material studied could also be enhanced if the session of the Regional Committees 

either preceding or following the session of ttie Health Assembly also discussed 

those same topics, particularly as the material selected was often of t.he type most 

useful to national health authorities. The Organization was pre-eminently technical 

in nature and should therefore intensify its lead in technical matters^ 

He -would not be in favour of postponing the technical discussions suggested 

for the Eleventh World Health Assembly until the following session as that would, 

in the first place, appear contradictory in view of the general opinion expressed 

in the Board that the time spent on the commemoration ceremony should not be at the 



expense of the technical discussions, and moreover the topic, "Health Education of 

the Public", was such as to be in keeping with the celebrations which were, after 

all, intended to aim at educating world opinion concerning the importance of health. 

Dr MOORE was in agreement with much that had been said and was in favour of 

continuing to hold the discussions on an informal basis. He could not, however, 

agree with the previous speaker with recard to the discussions at the Eleventh World 

Health Assembly in view of the special conditions referred to in the document. 

No doubt some particular emphasis in the celebrations could be laid on the 

importance of health education of the public, but the technical discussions thereon 

should definitely be postponed until the Twelfth World Health Assembly. 

Dr CLARK also agreed that the discussions should remain informal. He would 

support Dr Moore‘s remarks in respect of the technical discussions at the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly. The subject was an extremely important one and he would 

not wish to see it hastily dealt with under the pressure of other business. 

Accordingly, while he concurred that the topic might in some way be brought into 

the celebrations, there appeared to be a strong case for deferment of the actual 

discussions. 

Dr SIRI considered that, since the commemoration ceremonies would take place 

immediately before the opening of the session of the World Health assembly, there 

was no reason why the technical discussions should not be held as usual, and he 

accordingly supported Dr Puri's view. It was, in fact, gratifying to see that a 

subject of that type, which lent itself particularly well to propaganda purposes 



and was not highly technical, had been chosen for that particular session. Indeed, 

the discussions should do much towards awakening public interest in the need for 

health education. 

The CHAIRl/IâN rioted that agreement had been expressed on mai^r points. However, 

no clear decision had as yet been arrived at regarding the desirability of posi>-

poning the technical discussions planned for the Eleventh World Health Assembly 

until the Twelfth, In connexion with the fact that the Eleventh World Health 

Assembly might be held away from Headquarters, he recalled that difficulties would 

therely be created for the Secretariat and that, for that reason, the technical 

discussions at the Eighth World Health Assembly had been substituted by study visits 

The Board might wish to take that precedent into account. 

The Board would continue its discussion of the item at the next meeting, 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p,m. 


